How to take the best photos
of your property
Hey there Love Home Swapper! So, you’re a member of the best home-sharing
site in the world, and you’re keen to make the most of your travel adventures?
Then take a look at this guide which will help you take the best photos to
enhance your home listing.
You don’t need to be a pro at taking snaps,
and you don’t need a swanky camera. You
just need to follow our simple guidelines to
ensure your home listing photos are excellent
– and soon more swap requests will be
heading your way, and you’ll be able to secure
the swap you’re coveting!

How many photos of my home should I upload?
When thinking about how many photos to take, we would say the more the
merrier, but remember that quality over quantity is also really important. So
if you only have a few great snaps, then there’s no need to also upload some
of the pictures that didn’t quite work, as this won’t enhance your listing! We
recommend aiming to include between 15-20 good-quality photos of your home,
as this will really give the other swapper a true feel for what your home is like.

What kinds of photos should I be taking?
Put yourself in the shoes of someone who is looking at your home – what would
you want to see? It doesn’t matter what size or shape your home is, members will
want to see it in all its glory, so don’t hold back! If there are different angles of a
room that show it off to its best advantage, you can use multiple photos of the
same room.
The main thing to remember is that you want your pictures to show the unique
quality of your home and demonstrate why it is better than a rental or a hotel, so
let your personal touches shine through as this will make your place look more
homely and desirable.

What areas of my home should I include
in my photos?
1. Living room
This is the room where your guests are likely
to spend most of their time together, so
ensure you have a few photos of your living
room. Show off your big TV or your comfy
sofas, plus how you have decorated your
gorgeous living space – our members love to
see personal touches.

2. Kitchen
This is a crucial one and not a room to skip, as
your guests will most likely want to cook their
own meals. Let’s not forget that this is one of
the key joys of home swapping, and future
guests will want to see what they might be
working with!

3. Bedroom(s)
Depending on the size of your home, it is
important to have at least one photo of a
bedroom, with the priority being the master.
If you also have child-friendly bedrooms that
feature play areas, cribs or bunkbeds, it’s
definitely worth including images of these too.

4. Bathroom
Again, your bathroom may not seem like the
key selling point of your home, but it will
definitely be important to your potential
guests. Show what features are included, and
let people see whether you have a shower
and/or bath, plus whether the WC is in the
same room.

5. Outdoor space
Whether you have a balcony, a child-friendly
garden or acres of forest, it’s essential to give
your guests an idea of the outdoor spaces
that your home has. This will help them to
visualise their stay.

6. Exterior of your home
This photo will give context to the type of
place and area that your home is in. Crucially,
it will also make it easier for your guests to
find your home when they come to stay!

7. Views
Many home swappers love to wake up to a
different view and a change of scenery. So if
you happen to have a stunning view of rolling
fields or the glistening ocean, then definitely
include a photo of this, as this could be a
major selling point!

8. Unique elements
If you are lucky enough to have a hot tub,
swimming pool, cinema room, gym or tennis
court – or anything else that is special or a
bit different – then this is your opportunity
to show it off, as this will inevitably be a huge
selling point on your home listing.

9. Your neighbourhood and
surrounding area
The area surrounding your home can be just as
crucial as your place itself, so don’t forget to
include a few images of any local sights such
as lovely parks and great shopping streets –
just make sure you have permission to use
these images, or take your own.

What to consider when taking photos of
your home
Now that you know what areas of your home you need to get photos of, you
are nearly ready to start taking the actual photos! One thing to remember is
that you don’t need to have a professional camera or a studio set-up to get the
best possible photos of your property, as you can take great snaps with your
smartphone or a simple digital camera. Here are the top things to consider
before you take your photos:

1. Capture the detail
Home swappers love to stay in homes that
have a real character to them, so ensure
you showcase the elements that make your
home different from a rental or a hotel.
This may be a colourful work of art or your
favourite Persian rug. Just remember these
should be in context to the room that you are
photographing, rather than a close-up of the
rug or piece of art, as while this may make
sense to you, it may be a little confusing for
potential guests.

2. Showcase the practical stuff
Capture how accessible your home is, as this
will be important for certain home swappers.
This is especially true for young families or
those with limited mobility. Wide doorways,
ramps, staircases and slopes are all important
to include photos of. For families, if you
have cribs, highchairs, toys or even a local
playground, these are all great elements to
showcase.

3. Time of day
You will want to consider using the best
lighting for your photos. It’s not a great idea to
take your photos in the evening, as night-time
shots are likely to either be too dark, while
harsh overhead lighting won’t show your home
to best effect. Aim to take your photos during
the early morning hours or late afternoon
when the light is best.

4. Hide any clutter
You don’t need to hide away signs of life,
but try to tidy away any unnecessary clutter.
Specifically, remove clothes that have been
dropped on the floor or chucked over a chair,
fold towels in the bathroom, clear kitchen
surfaces and if there are any dirty dishes,
wash and put these away.

5. Set the scene
Accentuate your home with little extras such
as a beautiful vase of flowers, a roaring fire or
a stack of interesting books, as these details
will give members an idea of what staying in
your home may be like.

6. Think seasonal
Are you only planning on swapping your home
during summer? Then take your phots on a
sunny day, not a grey and rainy day. Similarly,
if you’re swapping a ski chalet, take photos of
it on a magical snowy day. These touches will
bring your listing to life.

How to take photos of your property like
a pro
1. Photos should be landscape, not portrait
Ideally your photos should be taken landscape and not in portrait, as portrait
images will be cropped. If all of your photos are landscape, this creates a
more even flow on the site, and your listing will look even more appealing and
polished.
Top tip: Turn your phone or camera as if you were watching a film or video,
and shoot from this angle.

2. Photos should not be blurry, stretched or distorted
You need to take clear images, as if they are blurry, it will affect the overall
quality of your home listing.
Top tip: On your phone camera, tap the screen to allow the camera to
focus on its main subject.

3. Photos should be well lit and not too darkdistorted
Clearer and brighter images make it much easier to see what a room looks like –
plus, they’ll bring your home to life!
Top tip: Try to take your photos on a sunny day, with natural light, or even
at ‘golden hour’, which is shortly after sunrise or before sunset! If you are
taking photos in the evening, use lamps rather than overhead lighting, as
this can be too harsh. If it’s still too dark, refrain from using the flash, instead
using a mixture of overhead lighting and lamps, so you still have a cosy feel.
You can enhance the brightness of any photo by using your phone’s ‘edit’
feature.

4. Photos should be in natural colour, not black and white or filtered
Aim to take photos in their natural light and try to refrain from adding lots of
filters, as guests want to see your home in all its unedited splendour!

5. Photos should not be screenshots from other sites
Try to use original photographs rather than screenshots from other websites or
your Instagram account, as this will diminish the quality of your home listing.

6. Photos should be captured from all angles and heights
You can take multiple photos of one room from different angles, as different
perspectives may show it off in different lights, and give guests a clearer idea of
the space.
Top tip: The best way to do this is to take pictures from different corners
of the room, and choose the corners that show the room in its best light.
Also, try getting low, as taking a photo from a lower perspective can show
off ceiling-to-floor details. For the ideal shot, simply aim to be about four to
four-and-a-half feet off the floor.

Your handy checklist for preparing your
home for photos
Before taking your photos, have a last look over this guide and use the checklist
below to ensure your home is ready for its spotlight!
Clean and tidy up: it’s a good idea to give your home a little clean
beforehand, as then you will be presenting it in the way that you would
when your guests arrive for their home swap. You don’t need to go to
extremes – simply wipe down the surfaces, wash and clean away dirty
dishes, tidy up any clothes, and make sure everything is spick and span.
Set the scene: don’t be afraid to set the scene for what your home would
look like on a swap. You could consider adding some local travel books to
the coffee table, place a vase of gorgeous flowers on a windowsill, or place
a piece of cake on the kitchen counter (particularly if you are planning on
leaving these extras for your guests). You don’t have to do anything drastic,
but all of these little details will make your home more appealing.
Set the scene: don’t be afraid to set the scene for what your home would
look like on a swap. Whether that’s adding local travel books to the coffee
table, a vase of flowers on a windowsill, or place a piece of cake on the
kitchen counter. You don’t have to do anything drastic, but all of these little
details will make your home more appealing.
Put away any personal items: if there are some personal items such as
photographs or any paperwork that is private to you (and won’t be included
in your home swap), then don’t forget to hide these before you take your
photos.

Tidy outdoor space: if you have an outdoor space, there is no harm in
giving it a tidy and cutting the grass. Little things like this can go a long way!
Showcase the kids’ toys: if you’re planning on swapping with other families,
you can attract other parents by showing off your kids toys or playrooms.
So arrange a few toys in their bedrooms or the playroom, as this will appeal
to likeminded home swappers.

How to know if your photos are ready to
be uploaded
Before you upload your photos to your listing, take a quick look at our final
checklist, which summarises this guide. Assess each of your photos against this
list, and hopefully your images will check most, if not all of the boxes!
You have at least 15-20 images of your home.
Your images are in landscape.
You have photos of all the key areas in your home.
Your photos are all clear and bright.
Your photos are not blurry or distorted in any way.
Your photos are their natural colour, and not black and white or with
filters.
Your images are original photos and not screenshots from other
websites.
You have taken photos from different angles to show different
perspectives.
Your photos showcase the unique and special elements of your home.

Top tip: When choosing your photos, imagine you are the guest and think
about what you would want to see when looking at this home listing. If
you’re unsatisfied with what you see, then you may need to take a few more
photos! Don’t worry if you don’t get it right the first time around, as you
can swap these images later on – but we would recommend trying to get
as many good quality images as you can to ensure you get the most swap
requests.

Real member example
If you don’t believe that it’s this simple and quick to improve your listing, then
take it from one of our members who used this guide to do just that (and we
think we can all agree, the results are seriously impressive!)

Katarzyna
Through changing the angles and lighting of her photos, and just a few tweaks
here and there, Katarzyna was able to completely transform her listing. The end
result was a set of lovely photos that showcase her home to best effect.
Before

After

Breakdown: Here, Katarzyna used a landscape photo to elongate the
image, and get more of her bedroom in the shot. She has also turned on
her bedroom light, which paired with the natural light from outside, makes
it easier to see all the gorgeous details of the bedroom. On top of this, we
love how Katarzyna has added in extra details such as the breakfast-inbed setup, so members can get a real feel for what it might be like to stay
in this beautiful bedroom.

Before

After

Breakdown: When it comes to the living room, it’s crucial to get all the
angles of the room in. Katarzyna has done this really well by taking a
landscape photo of the room which incorporates the dining table and
part of the tv. With the photo taken on a bright, sunny day, we love the use
of natural light in this image.

Before

After

Breakdown: Again, in this image of the same living room, Katarzyna has

angled her camera so that she could get a birds-eye view of the sofa and
the bookcase, which is a huge improvement on the old image. This image
is also much lighter than the previous one, emphasising the stunning
natural light in the living room, the lovely colour of her sofa and the details
of the room – making the room feel much more inviting.

